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We recently proposed two-dimensional coupled photonic crystal microcavity arrays as a route to
achieve a slow-group velocity of lightsflat bandd in all crystal directions. In this letter we present
the experimental demonstration of such structures with a measured group velocity below 0.008c and
discuss the feasibility of applications such as low-threshold photonic crystal lasers with increased
output powers, optical delay components, and sensors. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1882755g

One-dimensional coupled resonator optical waveguides
s1D CROWsd were proposed by Yarivet al.1 and subse-
quently demonstrated experimentally in microwave and op-
tical domains.2–5 1D CROWs attracted significant attention
because of their ability to provide a very small group veloc-
ity of light in the direction in which the cavities are coupled.
As in the case of photonic crystalsPhCd waveguides, the
coupling into such structures is difficult, since the input
beam needs to be aligned in one particular direction and
coupled efficiently into a cross-sectional area that is typically
much smaller than 1mm2. Similarly, PhC microcavity lasers
have been studied by many groups because of their small
size, low threshold, and possibility of high direct modulation
rate;6–9 unfortunately, their output powers are very low for
most applications.

We have recently proposed two-dimensional coupled
photonic crystal resonator arrayss2D CPCRAsd, which en-
able a small group velocity of light for all wave vectors and
in all crystal directions with a very low group velocity
dispersion.10 Our design overcomes the noted disadvantages
of 1D CROWs: since a small group velocity occurs in all
propagation directions, the coupling into the structure is thus
not as difficult. Moreover, when the structure is combined
with an active material and employed as a laser, a much
higher output power can be achieved than in PhC microcav-
ity lasers, while preserving a low threshold and a high-direct
modulation rate. The high density of optical states in such
structures can also be used to study nonlinear optics at low
thresholds, or to construct compact polarizing optical ele-
ments and sensors.

A 2D CPCRA is formed by tiling microcavities in two
dimensions, as shown in Fig. 1sbd. When combined into a
two-dimensional network, defect modes of individual cavi-
ties form coupled defect bands located inside the photonic
band gap.10 In particular, the coupled arrays in the square
lattice photonic crystal exhibit three coupled TE-like bands:
monopole, dipole, and quadrupole.10 The coupled monopole
band is close to the air band edge and is not flat; this band is
also outside the wavelength range probed in our experiments
and thus is not studied in this letter. Instead we focus on the

coupled dipole and quadrupole bands to obtain the dispersion
diagram, and thez-components of the magnetic field of these
modes at the center of the PhC slab is shown in the insets of
Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The coupled dipole bands origi-
nate from the doubly degenerate dipole mode; two subbands
corresponding to the coupledx- and they-dipoles split away
from the G point in theGX direction, while one degenerate
diagonal dipole band is observed in theGM direction. Be-
cause of the preferential radiation directions for the dipole
mode, the coupled dipole bands exhibit different group ve-
locities in different crystal directions. Conversely, the
coupled quadrupole band exhibits a small group velocity in
all crystal directions, as it originates from the nondegenerate
quadrupole mode with a large in-planeQ-factor and with a
fourfold symmetric radiation pattern. In this letter, we also
address the effect of small imperfections in fabrication of
photonic crystals on degenerate dipole modes.

The designed 2D CPCRAs were fabricated in a silicon
on insulatorsSOId, as described in our earlier publication,10

and scanning electron microscopesSEMd images of the fab-
ricated structures are shown in Fig. 1sbd. For the experiments
presented here, a low-index silicon-dioxidesSiO2d layer un-
derneath the siliconsSid membranes was not undercut. The
presence of the SiO2 layer redshifts resonance frequencies
and mixes the TE and TM polarizations, but does not affect
the slope of the bands significantly, as confirmed by 3D
finite-difference time domainsFDTDd simulations. The pa-
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FIG. 1. sad Experimental setup used in measurement of the CPCRA band
diagram. The explanation of symbols is as follows:l /2: half-wave plate,
BS: beam splitter, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, OL: objective lens, IR-
cam: infrared camera, and D: detector. Rotations of the structure around the
y- andz-axes are controlled by two rotation stages;sbd SEM images of the
fabricated CPCRA withA=3a.
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rameters of the fabricated structures are: the PhC periodicity
a=490 nm, the hole radiusr =190 nm, the slab thicknessd
=275 nm, and the CPCRA unit cell dimensionsA3A=3a
33a si.e., two PhC layers are inserted between tiled micro-
cavitiesd. The experimental setup used in the measurement of
the dispersion diagram is shown in Fig. 1sad. The structure is
excited by a tunable laser source with a scanning range of
1460–1580 nm. The beam is slightly focused on the sample
by a very low numerical aperturesNAd objective lens, so that
the excitation can be approximated by a plane wave; this is
important for the control of the in-plane wave vector
sk-vectord. The size of the device is 100mm3100 mm and
the pump beam has the diameter of 120µm at the sample
surface. Polarizing optics are employed to preferentially ex-
cite TE-like sevend modes of the structure. We have tested
both transmission and reflection spectra of the structure with
the same and opposite polarization relative to the pump laser.
The employed method for measuring the dispersion diagram
is similar to the surface coupling reflectivity technique that
uses a white light source.5,11 The in-planek-vector and the
choice of the PhC symmetry directionsGX or GMd are con-
trolled by rotating the structure around they- and z-axes,
respectively. In order to position the pump beam relative to
the device, its reflection is imaged; therefore, the maximum
tilt angle that can be testedsbefore losing the imaged is de-
termined by the collection optics and is equal to 13°. How-
ever, this is sufficient to probe a relevant portion of the stud-
ied CPCRA dispersion diagram, since the tilt angleuX
required to reach theX point of the two-layer CPCRA is
around 31° as estimated from

ki =
2p

l
sinsuXd =

p

3a

anda/l<0.3. Due to the low NA of the objective lens, the
collected reflected signal drops rapidly when the sample tilt
around they-axis increases; the transmitted signal is thus
more convenient for measuring the band diagram. The inset
of Fig. 2sad shows the transmission spectrum of the dipole
band at theG point scorresponding to the 0° tiltd, with the
incident beam polarized in thex-direction, thereby preferen-
tially exciting thex-dipole. A strong resonance dip near 1564

nm can be observed, indicating the spectral position of the
mode. By tracking the position of the dip at different tilt
angles, we can extract a full band diagram. It should be em-
phasized that the linewidth of the spectrum is very smalls7
nmd, even though the signal is transmitted through an array
containing 3600 coupled cavities, indicating a high unifor-
mity of the fabricated structures. The 7 nm linewidth corre-
sponds to a quality factorsQd of 220 while for the dipole
mode in a single-defect microcavity embedded in a square
PhC lattice the simulatedQ<300.

The transmission spectra measured at different tilt angles
in the GX direction with the pump polarized in thex- and
y-directions are plotted in Figs. 2sad and 2sbd, respectively.
The dark blue stripes located between 1545 and 1565 nm in
these figures correspond to the positions of the coupled
bands: the flatx-dipole bandfFig. 2sadg and the non-flat
y-dipole bandfFig. 2sbdg. We note two discrepancies relative
to the theory:10 first, thex- and y-dipole bands do not have
the same wavelengths at theG point, and second, a different
set ofx- andy-dipole bands is observed when the same set of
measurements is performed on the structure rotated by 90°
around thez-axis. These two observations indicate that fab-
ricated structures are not symmetric under 90° rotation. This
asymmetry can be noticed in the SEM images of the fabri-
cated structures: structures are slightly astigmatedsas a result
of imperfect electron beam lithographyd, with the hole diam-
eter in thex-direction larger by roughly 20 nms5%d than in
the y-direction sthe structure periodicity is approximately
equal in both directionsd. The degeneracy of the dipole
modes is also lifted in theGM direction, where the diagonal
dipole splits intox- and y-like dipole bands. On the other
hand, the quadrupole mode is nondegenerate and the corre-
sponding coupled band does not split into subbands due to
structure imperfections. We have studied the structures astig-
mated by 6.25% numerically by employing FDTD with dis-
cretization of 20 units pera; results for dipole bands in the
GX andGM directions are plotted in Figs. 3sad and Fig. 3sbd,

FIG. 2. sColor onlined sad Measured band diagramsfrom the transmission
spectrumd of the CPCRA from Fig. 1 for the coupledx-dipole mode in the
GX direction. The dark blue stripe is the location of the coupled band. The
horizontal axis is the tilt angle around they-axis, which corresponds to
different kx-values; the vertical axis is the wavelength. The inset shows the
transmission spectrum at 0° tilt, i.e., at theG point. sbd The measured band
diagram for coupledy-dipole mode. The insets show the magnetic fieldsBzd
pattern of thex- andy-dipole mode at theX-point.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Comparison of the experiment with the FDTD simu-
lations including structural astigmation and underlying oxide layer. Solid
lines with filled markers are experimental results and dashed lines with
empty markers are simulation results. The horizontal axis corresponds to the
probed fraction of the indicated crystal direction and the vertical axis is the
wavelength:sad dipole bands in theGX direction. Triangles and squares
denote one set ofx- and y-dipole bandssalso shown in Fig. 2d, while in-
verted triangles and circles denote the other set, obtained after rotating the
structure by 90° around thez-axis; sbd x- andy-like dipole bands in theGM
direction; scd quadrupole band in theGX direction. The middle subfigure
shows the magnetic fieldsBzd pattern of the quadrupole mode at theX point.
The subfigure on the right shows the unit cell and high symmetry directions.
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respectively, together with corresponding experimental re-
sultssdetermined by fitting inverted Lorentzians to transmis-
sion dipsd. A very good match between experiment and
theory is observed, and the small discrepancy results mainly
from a modest FDTD discretization. The wavelength resolu-
tions in the simulation and the experiment are 5.5 and 0.2–1
nm, respectively, and error bar for simulation is indicated in
Fig. 3. In order to further justify the identification of the
modes, the spectrum at theG point is repeated with a broad-
band sources1200–1700 nmd underx- andy-polarized exci-
tation, and it showed the location of both dipole modes, air
and dielectric bands, which matches very well with the pre-
diction of simulationssee EPAPS Ref. 12d. We have also
measured the reflected signal at the opposite polarization
relative to the pump laser at theG-point. For theGX direction
with x-polarized excitationsi.e., x-dipole is primarily ex-
citedd, the signal at the opposite polarizationsy-polarizedd
shows no peak at the location of thex-dipole. The lack of a
peak at the location ofx-dipole confirms that the studied
modes are primarily linearly polarized as expected for dipole
modes. In addition, polarizing effects introduced by broken
rotational symmetry on degenerate modes have been ob-
served, which is beneficial for polarization control of the
CPCRA laser and also important in constructing miniaturized
polarizing optics, e.g., a polarizing mirror.

The coupled quadrupole band has not been observed un-
der the plane-wave excitation described above, although
theory predicts that it should be in the scanned wavelength
range. The reason is that the plane-wave excitation is linearly
polarized and uniform in thex-y planesat or close to theG
pointd, so it cannot excite the quadrupole mode whose elec-
tric field has an odd symmetry and an equal presence of the
Ex andEy components. In order to approximately locate the
position of the quadrupole band, the structure is tilted by
about 20° around they-axis and the beam is tightly focused;
in this case, the excitation field varies in the plane of the
structure and is no longer orthogonal to the mode. However,
this approach cannot be used to map the quadrupole band
accurately, as thek-vector information is lost due to the tight
focus. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 3scd, and it is
very close to the location of the quadrupole band predicted
by FDTD simulation. In an active CPCRA devicese.g., a
laser containing quantum wellsd, photons emitted inside the
structure can excite modes with arbitrary in-plane symmetry,
so the coupling to the quadrupole band would not be a prob-
lem.

As can be seen in the simulated and measured band dia-
grams, the group velocity of the coupledx-dipole band is
small for all wave vectors in theGX direction. The measured
group velocity at theG point is below:

Vg!max=
Dv

Dk
=

Dl

l

1

Du
ø 8 3 10−3c,

whereDu=p /180 is the tilt step in radians,Dl=0.2 nm is
the wavelength resolution,l=1564 nm is the resonance
wavelength andc is the speed of light in vacuum. For optical
delay applications, a coupled quadrupole band would be
even more suitable, since it exhibits a small group velocity
over all k-vectors and in all directions.10 For example, for a
symmetric and undercut CPCRA withA=4a, we estimate
theoretically that the group velocity of the quadrupole band
is below 0.0138c and 0.04c in the wholeGX andGM direc-
tion, respectively. These results were obtained by fitting co-

sine functionssas predicted for the CPCRA band diagram by
the tight binding method1d between the quadrupole band fre-
quencies at the high symmetry pointssG ,X, and Md calcu-
lated by the FDTD method.

Finally, we evaluate advantages of a CPCRA laser rela-
tive to a PhC microcavity laser. First, its output power would
be approximatelyN times larger, as it would operate as a
phase-locked array ofN microlasers. Second, its electrical
pumping would not be as challenging, since approaches
similar to those employed in pumping large area PhC band-
edge lasers could be used.13 Last, a pump beam is generally
much larger than the cavity size in a PhC microcavity laser,
and the majority of the excitons are created in the mirror
regions where they cannot couple to the cavity mode,
thereby degrading the spontaneous emission coupling factor
and the lasing threshold.14 However, in the CPCRA laser the
pump beam overlaps with many cavities, and the wasted
pump power is reduced.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated the
band diagram of the 2D CPCRAs that we proposed
recently10 and confirmed the existence of flat bands inside
the photonic band gap independent of light propagation di-
rection, with measured group velocities below 0.008c. We
are currently working on applications of these structures as
lasers and sensors.
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